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New Nielsen Encoders Measure Up Big-Time. When Nielsen’s new encoders are installed system-wide later this year, a large 
number of stations are likely to experience slight gains in their AQH ratings. Field testing in the Baltimore-Washington, DC market 
found more than half (52%) of the demo/daypart combinations tested in afternoon drive had an AQH ratings increase, compared to 
48% in morning drive and 45% in middays. Gains were less common in nights and weekends, due largely 
to the fact that overall radio listening is higher from 6am-7pm. The AQH ratings lift was also higher among 
persons aged 35 and older for the same reason—they listen to more radio to begin with. “Persons 35+ 
tend to have 35%-49% of demo cells showing a ratings increase,” Beth Webb, VP, data science, Nielsen 
said during a webinar on Thursday. The additional watermark detections from the enhanced encoders were “enough to move it 
up to the next tenth of a ratings point,” she said. Of 289 station/demo/daypart combinations tested, about 61% had no AQH rating 
change. Of the 39% that did, all were a 0.1 gain except for two that had a 0.2 gain. The lifts are due to an average 15% increase in 
raw Average Quarter Hour Persons produced by the new encoders, which pick up more PPM codes, especially in noisy listening 
environments. The enhancements are a set of algorithm updates that Nielsen says better hides its watermarks in a station’s audio 
signal, allowing it to make PPM codes stronger and more robust while keeping them inaudible. Nielsen said the number of codes 
detected per minute more than doubled to 2.5 with the updated encoder, compared to the legacy encoder. The new encoder 
credited 100% of quarter-hours in challenging acoustic conditions while the legacy encoders credited as few as 69% for some 
spoken word programming.

Upgraded Encoders Set For Cross-Country Rollout. Ladies and gentlemen, fire up your new CBET encoders. After subjecting 
them to more lab testing that it has ever done in PPM measurement, Nielsen says its tentative encoding upgrade schedule aims 
to have all encoded stations using the new software by the end of November. Washington and Baltimore, where field tests were 
conducted during the summer, go live on Monday; they’re followed on Nov. 2 by New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Denver and 
Seattle. The rest of the staggered rollout is as follows: Philadelphia, San Francisco, Detroit, Boston, Providence, Hartford, Salt Lake 
City (Nov. 5); Dallas-Ft. Worth, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Houston (Nov 10); Atlanta, Indianapolis, Portland, Phoenix, San Antonio, 
St. Louis, San Diego, Sacramento (Nov. 13); Nashville, Memphis, Milwaukee, Charlotte, Jacksonville, Norfolk, Raleigh (Nov 18); 
and Tampa, Orlando, Austin, Greensboro, Las Vegas, West Palm Beach and Miami (Nov 30). Nielsen says the schedule is largely 
based on the weather—it wants to get the software update kits into the hands of stations located in winter weather markets 
first. The new encoders will “level the playing field,” Nielsen claims, since all encoded stations will get the upgrade, and the new 
technology doesn’t allow for any subjective user settings, unlike the Voltair, which can be dialed up or down. The Nielsen Audio 
Advisory Council’s technology subcommittee had “poked holes” in Nielsen’s lab testing, says Denise Sakfko, VP of local media 
product leadership. “They ended up guiding us in developing a very comprehensive lab test case,” she said. “Now we’re ready to go.” 
Safko said that every encoder in a station’s air chain will need to be upgraded and tested 
by a station engineer and that stations need to provide a recording to Nielsen so that it can 
validate that the encoder is still functioning as intended. 

With Test, Nielsen Takes Shot At Voltair. Nielsen begins rolling out new and improved 
PPM encoders on Monday—but how do they stack up against the infamous Voltair unit 
that brought the encoding issue to the industry’s attention in such a dramatic fashion this 
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year? The results were pretty close, according to the measurement giant, 
but answering the $15,000 question required Nielsen to conduct what it calls 
a “serial” testing approach. The reason for all the effort? It’s because Voltair 
impacts all the layers of a station’s audio signal, Nielsen said during a webinar 
yesterday, and that made it impossible to do simultaneous comparisons of 
Voltair with Nielsen’s new Critical Band Encoding Technology (CBET). Instead, 
seven Voltair-equipped stations in the Baltimore-Washington, DC market 
agreed to unplug their Voltair during a portion of the test week and replace 
it with Nielsen’s new souped-up encoder in Layer One of their signal. During 
a different portion of the test week, the stations kept their Voltair plugged in 
and used Nielsen’s legacy encoder. In both scenarios, results were compared 
to the previous three weeks, when the stations had the Voltair plugged into 
their transmission chain. This allowed Nielsen to produce indices of change 
that compared the new CBET algorithm to Voltair. The result? The Voltair 
periods in the test week vs. the prior three Voltair weeks indexed at 111 and 
the enhanced CBET period in the test week vs. the prior three Voltair weeks 
indexed at 115, Beth Webb, VP, data science, Nielsen said during the webinar. 
She called the test results “roughly equivalent” and said they confirm similar 
findings Nielsen uncovered earlier when comparing the two technologies in 
lab and “scripted” tests. Opposing Views—Nielsen hopes its test changes 
people’s opinions about Voltair; go to InsideRadio.com.

Emmis Tabs Q2 ‘Much Improved’ in Revenue. Emmis Communications 
turned in what it called a “much improved” revenue performance during its 
second fiscal quarter ending August 31, with total revenue of $47.6 million, 
flat compared to the same period last year. After a down 
Q1, the company returned to outperforming its markets, 
both during the quarter and year-to-date. “The good 
news is we continue to perform well on a relevant basis,” 
CEO Jeff Smulyan said on the company’s earnings call 
Thursday, during what he called a challenging economic 
environment for the industry. Emmis radio revenues for 
the quarter were down 0.5% compared to a decrease of 
1.9% in the markets where it operates. Buoyed by a record-setting Summer 
Jam concert hosted by New York’s “Hot 97” WQHT, Emmis revenue jumped 
5% in June before dipping 2% in July and decreasing 5% in August. Among 
categories, wireless was the runaway winner, leaping 58% during the quarter 
and accounting for 8% of Emmis’ revenue. Beverages and financial services 
were also up while auto, entertainment, retail, healthcare and quick-serve 
restaurants were down. New York was a bright spot for Emmis, with its Big 
Apple cluster up 4.3%. In Los Angeles, Smulyan said the company’s legacy 
hip-hop brand “Power 106” KPWR reached a “landmark moment” in its battle 
with iHeartMedia’s “Real 92.3” KRRL. “Our morning show in Los Angeles has 
opened up a nice lead over its competitor,” Smulyan said. “Emmis has been 
in format battles for all of its 35 years and what we’ve found over and over 
again is building great brands always allows you to prevail.” Looking ahead, 
Ryan Hornaday, executive VP/CFO/treasurer, said political revenue from the 
2014 elections is creating “difficult comps” through the end of October but 
that November is pacing positive. “Things look much improved in November,” 
Smulyan said.

Smulyan Sees Brands In Good Hands With NextRadio. Lifted by a 
strong response to a test campaign with Allstate, Emmis CEO Jeff Smulyan 
is predicting NextRadio will help put new dollars on the books for the radio 
industry beginning next spring. The Allstate campaign produced a 2.28% 
direct conversion rate, which he termed “pretty remarkable” during the 
company’s earnings call on Thursday. “Those campaigns will now go to 
advertisers at large,” Smulyan said. But it will take into 2016 for NextRadio to 
produce critical mass for advertisers. “At 4.5 million downloads we’re in a very 
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early stage as far as when we can start doing things,” he said. But even before AT&T and T-Mobile have begun to activate the chip 
on their smartphones, the platform is adding 400,000 activations per month, based largely on phones offered by Sprint. “As phones 
come in next year from T-Mobile and AT&T, and we’ve mentioned U.S. Cellular and a few other things, those phones will really ramp 
up,” Smulyan predicted. He also casually mentioned “some deals that haven’t been announced” with mobile carriers and handset 
manufacturers. Smulyan is counting on more consumers putting pressure on their carriers to turn on dormant FM receivers in their 
phone. That and NextRadio demonstrating the platform’s economic benefits to carriers will create a domino effect, he predicted. 
“We’re certain we’ll see it with Verizon and ultimately Apple,” he said, adding that he expects the impact will be significant. “Radio 
has demonstrated that it has more reach than any other medium in America. But there’s no doubt that our industry needs a catalyst 
and this quarter we think proved the tipping point for the catalyst that we think our industry needs and that’s NextRadio.”

Philly Leader Says, This Bud Cam’s For You. Sometimes it really pays to have a major beer company seen and heard on 
your air. Just ask the listeners of heritage rocker WMMR Philadelphia’s (93.3) popular morning hosts, Preston and Steve, which 
offered a great example of aggressive brand extension. On a recent morning, Preston and Steve urged listeners to visit the show’s 
website and check out the new “Budweiser Studio Camera.” On-screen, a trio of pretty girls held up signs with words, and users 
could text those key words to win prizes. The effort is an example of the show’s continued use of on-air and digital assets to 
extend its reach and promote the brand. The plugs also introduced Budweiser as the new title sponsor of Greater Media-owned 
WMMR’s in-studio, live-stream camera. The beer maker is a long-time WMMR advertiser and the camera is an example of how 
the station and Budweiser are expanding their relationship to include sponsorships and events. The Budweiser tie-in may be new 
but program director Bill Weston says the station has been using the studio camera for several years to create content for Preston 
and Steve’s daily on-demand video show, “The Daily Rush,” and also to live-stream in-studio events such as celebrity interviews, 
performances and attractive women visiting the hosts. Weston says the title sponsorship is valuable for Budweiser because the 
client receives frequent on-air mentions and a screen bug on the website. WMMR also takes the camera out on location, live-
streaming events and appearances, such as a recent visit by midday host Pierre Robert to the city’s Tall Ships attraction. “We 
used a 4G connection to bring video of his location into the studio,” Weston says. “So the hosts could see what he was up to, as 
well as streaming it to the audience.” Digging the Seen: Find out why WMMR only posts video, not audio, on its Bud camera 
stream, only at InsideRadio.com.

iHeart Maps Out Programmatic Efforts For Agencies. iHeartMedia president of programmatic and data 
operations Brian Kaminsky came to Ad Age’s Data Conference in New York Thursday to talk up the company’s 
venture into programmatic ad sales and to explain to the New York-based ad agency crowd that, yes, Dorothy, 
people do actually drive to work and listen to the radio in their cars—in Kansas and across the country. “We 
sometimes forget that the rest of the country—and it’s a big country—drives to work every day,” he said, according 
to a story in Ad Age, attempting to bust the myth that some mass-transit-using New Yorkers have about radio 
audiences. As for programmatic, Kaminsky explained that it will take a different tack at radio compared to other 
media. The goal is to move beyond buying rating points and toward buying an audience, he said, according to Ad Age. “So much 
money is being allocated to audience buying,” he said. To illustrate, he compared Millennial moms that listen to different formats. 
If they’re listening to urban radio, they’re likely to be big gamers. But if it’s country, they’re more likely to be value shoppers. Using 
internal and external data, iHeart is able to paint a better picture of its audience. “We’re matching that up with what we know about 
them from their social patterns” and third-party sources, Kaminsky said.

New Streaming Info Is Way Radio Can Clock Competition. How golden is your radio station’s gold catalog? Nielsen’s Thursday 
webinar “How Does On-Demand Streaming Benefit Radio?” offered data solutions to help FM stations ensure that they have the 
right ammunition to make things work for them. Led by Stephanie Friedman, VP of Radio for Nielsen Entertainment, the revelation 
is that older tracks that consumers consistently stream—on the likes of YouTube, Spotify, Vevo, Slacker Radio, Amazon Prime, 
Apple Music and Rhapsody—often don’t sync with what FM stations provide listeners. Nielsen’s BDS tracking now offers weekly 
and quarterly breakdowns of what on-demand streamers are tuning into, alongside information by artist, their songs, time spent, 
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repeated streams and the like. The company has been tracking on-demand listening since 2012, and showcased how valuable its 
data can be for traditional radio stations. Friedman said that 3 out of 4 music listeners now stream music online every week, while 
Nielsen tracks more than 7 billion on-demand streamed songs every week in the U.S. and Canada. “While this information may 
not be the right fit for every station and every format, the information we provide is definitely about music you want to be aware 
of,” she said. “We recognize that while radio can introduce titles to streamers, streaming can introduce titles to radio.” Examples 
of the gold standard that Friedman offered during the webinar included a search for titles in the early 2000s, which revealed 
Evanescence’s “Bring Me To Life” as a consistent top-25 performer among streamers. Radio continues to support that song in 
gold rotation. However, just below was Coldplay’s “Clocks,” which revealed less than robust catalog support from a majority of 
cross-format outlets. Seizing Opportunity—Read about how streamed releases both old and new can help elevate ratings, 
at InsideRadio.com.

Agency Execs Look To Raise Native Ad Spend. Native advertising, where a brand’s message is woven into content, is a hot 
topic with media buyers and their clients, even if enthusiasm appears to be trending downward slightly. That’s according to a new 
survey from Advertiser Perceptions, which will be released next week, says MediaPost. The report found that “net optimism,” 
defined as the difference between the percentage of 312 ad execs polled who planned to increase vs. decrease their native ad 
spending in the next year, fell five points to a 51, compared to a similar survey from 2014. Agency execs are, however, more 
enthusiastic about native ads than their clients. While 49% of clients said they would boost native ad spending over the next year, 
57% of agency execs said they planned to raise spending. To get a piece of those budgets, many radio stations use both their on-air 
and digital assets to offer native advertising. On-air, hosts weave live mentions and sponsorships into broadcasts. As radio stations 
and their on-air talent grow their Web and social media channels, that creates new avenues for native advertising, particularly 
product endorsements, location plugs, contests and promotions. In a recent blog post, Westwood One and Cumulus Media’s chief 
marketing officer Pierre Bouvard noted that native advertising is a way for marketers to buttress the rise of ad-blocking technology. 
“For radio—the original native advertising platform—brand messages can be integrated by on-air personalities into their shows 
in a way that’s charming and interesting,” Bouvard said. According to the survey, social media is the most likely channel for native 
advertising, with 70% of respondents saying they buy native ads on social media, and that is expected to climb to 73% next year. 
Native ads now account for almost one-quarter (22%) of total digital ad expenditures, up from 18% in 2014, the report says.

Facebook, Twitter Add Tools To Radio’s Trade. Facebook and Twitter each unveiled new tools this week that could help radio 
stations improve and expand their social media channels. For now, stations and companies are evaluating the tools, looking for 
ways to incorporate them into their social media strategy. CBS Radio, for one, is actively testing the new features in some of its 
markets. Facebook’s new “Decide” tools, which include polling and voting features, are likely to interest stations. The new Hashtag 
Voting API allows voting via hashtag in Facebook posts or comments. Facebook’s new live polling features let audiences answer 
questions via a separate Facebook page, including posting photos and multiple-choice responses. Personalities, particularly 
morning hosts, often ask listeners to respond to their questions, and vote in polls via social media. And, with many DJs active on 
Facebook, such polls and video and photo submissions can help engage users further. Also, new graphics for Facebook and sister 
photo sharing app Instagram will allow broadcasters to create custom icons to represent a particular event, such as a sporting 
event or concert, and users can “check in” and share their location. And another new tool lets Facebook users submit photos and 
videos to broadcasters; stations could then cull the submissions into themed albums—such as events or a particular topic—or their 
Facebook pages or websites. The new tools “Help broadcasters more deeply engage fans around the programming that matters 
most to them and the content they love to share with friends,” said Bob Morgan, Facebook’s partner engineering director, in blog 
post. Making Moments Count—See how Twitter’s new “Moments” feature can work for stations at InsideRadio.com.

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein. If you have comments on 
a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840. To advertise in Inside Radio, contact 
Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, genemckay@insideradio.com
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SCOTT HERMAN

On The Inside With… Scott Herman
In a career that spans nearly 40 years, 
CBS Radio’s Scott Herman has pretty 
much done it all in radio, from programming 
local stations and overseeing CBS 
Radio News, to managing some of the 
industry’s biggest brands and clusters.  
After 12 years of working at CBS Radio’s 
corporate office, he was promoted to chief 
operating officer in July. Inside Radio sat 
with Herman at the Radio Show to talk 
about how he is expanding CBS Radio’s 
corporate sales team, radio’s reach and 
targeting strengths, and what lies ahead 
for the medium in the connected car. 

IR: All of your corporate sales 
chiefs have local market manager 
experience.  Why is that strategically 
important to you?
We believe everything starts with the radio stations. It’s 
important corporate serve as a support system for the 
stations – not to bring everything top down but to give 
them direction, and help with ideation. As part of that, we’re 
turning more frequently to people with station operational 
experience.  It makes everything run more smoothly 
because everyone understands the processes.

IR: How does your new sales management structure 
position CBS Radio to grow the business?
We’re looking at all the funnels of business – national 
spot, local spot, local direct, agency relationships, event 
marketing and digital – and putting really good people at the 
top of all those verticals. It’s too big a job for one person. [VP 
and director of sales] Bob Philips can’t do everything. So 
we have [VP of national sales and corporate partnerships] 
Sam Rogers overseeing national sales and [VP of political 
sales] Mark O’Brien doing political.  We have two heads of 
integrated marketing that divvy up the markets.  [VP] Jennifer 
Morelli based in Chicago and [director] Claudia Menengus 
in Orlando. They work with the NTR directors and integrated 
sales managers in each of our markets, spreading what’s 
working, helping them find new opportunities. You’ve got to 
have great coaches to move the whole business up. 

IR: How do you respond to clients that want to buy 
across all of your assets? 
It could be handled directly through the CBS Altitude Group, 
which is a fully integrated marketing group that acts like a 
creative agency. Led by Rich Lobel, the group is out there 
talking to CMOs, COOs and CEOs of companies that are 
already in radio and can spend more, and companies 

that are spending money but not 
spending enough on radio.  Or it could 
be bubble-ups where our local markets 
say, “I sold this locally in Philadelphia, 
now I’m turning it over to Sam or the 
Altitude Group.” We’re trying not to have 
anything cast in stone. We look at what 
the business is and what the opportunity 
is and then Bob can make the best 
decision on who should be handling it. 
It’s a radical concept: giving the client 
what they want!

IR: All of the division’s market 
managers now report to you. That’s 
a change from when Dan Mason ran 
the company. 
Dan directly oversaw 10 markets 
and I the other 16. [President] Andre 

[Fernandez] is very involved and we both call on markets 
for different things. But it’s easier to run it all than to run 
part of it because you’ve got the big picture and are seeing 
so much of everything. Andre is very inclusive. In a very 
short time he has developed a great grasp of everything. 
He’s given us the bat and the ball and we’re working 
toward building up our business. We have 117 stations in 
26 markets and the easiest way to make your numbers is 
for all 117 stations to make their number. Then life is good. 

IR: Radio is the top reach medium but also offers 
the ability to target local markets, demographics, life 
groups and other audience segments. How can the 
industry maximize its targeting strengths?
There’s never been a better medium for both reach and 
targeting than radio. You could argue that magazines are  
great for targeting but don’t necessarily have the reach. And 
television is great for reach but doesn’t necessarily have 
the targeting. We can target qualitatively, geographically 
and by demographics.  We do it with great endorsements, 
personalities and creative and on-site events. The onus is 
on us to spend more time getting out to clients, telling the 
great story of radio, finding out what their needs are, and 
coming up with a solution for them. Virtually every time we 
get an assignment and come up with a solution, and the 
client accepts it, we win and they win. Radio delivers when 
given the chance.  There isn’t a client who spends money 
in radio that says afterwards radio didn’t work.  Time and 
time again, radio always delivers.

BONUS: Herman on how radio can maintain its prevalent 
position in the car, only at InsideRadio.com
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

SALES MANAGER
Tired of the Mega  
company rat race? 

Want to work for a company 
where your efforts are 
appreciated? Santamaria 
Broadcasting seeks a Sales 
Manager for our Minneapolis 
Stations. Successful candidates 
should have a minimum of 5 
years radio sales experience 
and a proven track-record of 
sales success and leadership. 

If you are ready to take on a  
new challenge where the 
rewards will match your 
efforts,send resume to: 

interestedinthejob@yahoo.
com

An equal opportunity employer.

GENERAL MANAGER
SOUTHEAST

Successful private radio 
group has an opening for an 
aggressive, goal oriented 
and knowledgeable General 
Manager for a successful radio 
cluster with strong ratings 
located in the Southeast. If 
you have a winning attitude, 
proven track record of growing 
revenue, a passion for radio 
sales excellence and a desire to 
be a partner on a winning team, 
then this is the opportunity for 
you. 

This is a rare opportunity with 
tremendous growth potential. 
Three plus years of radio 
general manager experience is 
required. 

If qualified, please send 
cover letter and resume in 

CONFIDENCE to: 
jobs@insideradio.com  

E.O.E.

MARKET MANAGER
Artistic Media Partners, Inc. is looking for a hands-on 

Market Manager with a track record of success to run heritage 
stations in a stable radio market.  Applicants must have an 

understanding of Hiring, Sales, Programming, Promotions and 
successful General Management experience.  Pay is competitive 

and consists of salary plus incentive.  Successful sales management 
experience is required. 

Qualified candidates, send resumes to: 
Arthur@artisticradio.com

AMP = EOE

SALEM MEDIA GROUP NEW YORK CITY
“BREAKING NEWS”

There is STILL a place for a super radio career that is waiting for 
you! If you have a successful track record in broadcast sales and are 
looking for the right ‘home,’ call or write the NYC headquarters of 
Salem Media Group. 

Salem Radio in New York is looking for a 
dynamic individual to join the sales team 
for AM970 The Answer, which is News 
Talk format, and the legendary WMCA 
AM570 The Mission, New York’s Christian Talk.  Compensation is 
commensurate with degree of experience and skills.  This is a fabulous 
career opportunity for the right individual with one of the finest 
broadcasting companies in America. Sales experience involving media 
is a must.  Undergraduate degree required. 

Contact Jerry Crowley’s assistant, 
Laura Sheaffer at laura@nycradio.com 
Or, 212-857-9639 to schedule an interview. 
APPLY HERE        EOE

VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES
SummitMedia Honolulu currently has an opening for a Vice President 
of Sales to oversee the sales department for all six SummitMedia 
Honolulu radio stations. This position is responsible for creating, driving, 
and achieving revenue goals of the cluster. Duties include but are not 
limited to developing, strategizing and executing a comprehensive 
sales plan designed to achieve revenue goals, training and developing 
a talented sales staff, monitoring sales activities on the stations, and 
making client calls with the sales staff. Job Requirements Here. 

If interested in applying for this position, please forward a resume 
to: SummitMedia Birmingham, Attn: Helen Mitchell, 2700 
Corporate Drive, Suite 115, Birmingham, AL 35242. Or, email 
to: Helen.mitchell@summitmediacorp.com E.O.E.
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